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adidas®
adidas® is a part of football history - not only are we one of the world’s leading sporting goods
brands, but we also take pride in contributing to the development and improvement of the game.
adidas® and Coerver® Coaching have worked with millions of players and coaches all over the
world for more than 37 years and in the future will provide many more with the opportunity to
enjoy improve in this “beautiful game”.
adidas® is committed to this area of “grassroots” football and through its global grassroots
partner, Coerver® Coaching, provides:

•

The world’s leading football education brand; combining fun with
improving performance.

•

A program that is unique in that it touches elite as well as recreational
players and teachers.

•

A program that is global through key markets, services and materials.

www.adidas.co.uk
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welcome - alf galustian
Dear Coach,
Firstly, I would like to thank you for attending our
Coerver® Intro Course.
From our experience of over 37 years as specialists in
skills teaching - working from grassroots right through
to top clubs and federations in over 50 countries, we
have devised our new Coerver ® Coach Education
Pathway.
The first step of this pathway is our new “Intro” course.
Throughout football history, many of the world’s top
players have been masters of the ball and
outstanding 1 v 1 players.
1 v 1 is often regarded as “Talented“ player domain;
and an area that cannot be taught and that it is
“natural”.
We challenge that notion and this course will give
you an idea of what and how we teach within both of
these important topics.
While Ball Mastery & 1v1 are only two parts of the Coerver ® Coaching curriculum, they are important
topics to us for several reasons.
Players with total mastery of the ball and good 1 v 1 skills can often make the difference in a game, e.g.
creating goal scoring chances despite being outnumbered by opponents or having the ability to retain
possession of the ball in tight spaces when options are limited.
Ball Mastery & 1v1 drills and games are also great ways of improving speed and strength.
Players with good Ball Mastery & 1v1 skills also usually develop an “inner-confidence.”
Confidence can be the vital factor in players reaching the highest levels of the game.
After many years of experience in teaching these areas, we believe young players are best taught such
skills between the ages of 7-15. At these ages, the coordination and fluency needed are developed
relatively quickly.
Once these skills have been learned, many players are able to use them more spontaneously at speed
using either foot, effectively in full pressure game situations.
We hope this course is useful to you, with my best wishes.

Alf Galustian
Co-Founder, Coerver ® Coaching
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alf galustian
co-founder
coerver® coaching
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instructor - scott wright
scott wright , Director of Coerver ® Coaching
England & Wales, is one of the organisation’s most
experienced instructors.
Since joining the company in 2005, Scott has worked with
players, coaches, clubs & organisations from grassroots to
professional level in 23 countries.

gareth
bale

Scott has been privileged to have spent the majority of his
years with Coerver® working closely with Alf Galustian and
during this time, Scott has worked extensively within elite
coach and player development.
To date he has worked with players and coaches from the
following organisations: -

dinamo
zagreb fc

The Premier League™, The RFEF (Spanish FA),
Chelsea FC, Newcastle United FC, , Blackpool FC,
Bolton Wanderers FC, Leeds United FC, Fulham FC,
Birmingham City FC, Millwall FC, Juventus FC,
Manchester City FC, Manchester United FC,
Sheffield Wednesday FC, Liverpool FC,
Dinamo Zagreb FC, Videoton FC, FK Vojvodina,
Slovan Bratislava FC and Slavia Prague FC.

During the 2013-14 season, Real Madrid CF
invited Scott to lecture on their
Masters Degree in Talent ID and Coaching
course in conjunction with the European
University of Madrid.
He has returned to lecture every year since,
is now a member of faculty and remains the
only British instructor to be invited to deliver
on the course.
Between 2011 and 2016, Scott worked as
specialist technical coach and coach
educator at Premier League™ club,
Stoke City FC who became the first
Coerver® Partner Club at the start of the
2011/12 season.
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coerver® coaching - history

in the late 1970s , the Dutch European

Championship winning coach Wiel Coerver
led a revolution in soccer coaching.
Coerver was dissatisfied with the lack of
individual skills and with an over-emphasis
on defensive play in the professional game;
an emphasis that many thought was stifling
the more exciting, attacking style of play
necessary to score goals and attract fans.

wiel coerver

In 1984 and inspired by Wiel Coerver’s philosophy,
Alfred Galustian and Charlie Cooke founded what is now
known around the world as Coerver ® Coaching.
Charlie Cook, Wiel Coerver, Alf Galustian

The first Coerver ® Coaching camp was in Lake Placid,
New York, 1985.
( l ake p l a c i d coa c h es p i ct u re d : m i c k ho ba n,
a n dy l y n c h, si r sta n ley m a t t h ews, w i el co e rve r,
a l f re d g alu st i a n a n d c h a r li e cooke)

Up to that point, little attention had been given to individual skill development because noone knew how
to teach these skills. It was also a time when it was widely assumed that the great players of the game
were innately gifted far beyond the capabilities of the average player.
Wiel Coerver’s early focus was on teaching ball mastery and 1 v 1 skills by encouraging players to emulate
the “moves” of soccer’s greats of that time, such as Sir Stanley Matthews, Cryuff, Beckenbauer and Pele.
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coerver® coaching - today
Coerver® Coaching has influenced millions of players and coaches during it’s 37 year history
since being founded in 1984:
•

Official programmes in 51 Countries;

•

Numerous national federation, professional club and educational Institutional partners;

•

A global CSR program with FIFA’s Football for Hope program;

•

In partnership with the world’s leading football brand, adidas®, since 1989.

WORLD MAP
V E C TO R

D E S I G N

ATLANTIC
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PACIFIC
OCEAN

PACIFIC
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INDIAN
OCEAN

the americas

EUROPE

NORTH AMERICA

EMEA

SOUTH AMERICA

AFRICA

asia pacific

ASIA

AUSTRALIA
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vicente
del bosque

the experts view
fifa world cup™ & uefa euro champion manager
“Alfred’s Coerver® Coaching course at Real Madrid was very well
received by us all since our goal, especially in the formative years, is
technical excellence. Unless players are highly technical it does not matter
what system or tactic you play, at the highest level you will probably lose.”

rene
meulensteen

former manchester united fc 1st team coach
“I was appointed by Sir Alex Ferguson as Technical Coach of
Manchester United because I was a Coerver® Coach.
He and I feel that the Coerver® Coaching program is the top way
of teaching technical skills.”

jose
morais

former assistant first team coach - chelsea fc,
former first team coach real madrid cf & inter milan fc
“At the early ages the foundation of teaching should focus on
technique, Coerver® was the first time I had been exposed to a
curriculum, which focused on this philosophy.
Since the early years, Coerver® has added game related and full game
pressures to all of the skills - that was perfect for me in my work.”

kristine
lilly

gerard
houllier

former technical director french football federation,
former manager liverpool fc, lyon fc & aston villa fc
“Coerver® Coaching is the best technical skills teaching method I have
come across; even after 37 years it continues to evolve and excite.”

8

most capped professional player of all time - usa women
2 x fifa world cup™ champion, 2 x olympic champion
“Coerver® Coaching has history - it’s authentic and the best soccer
teaching programme I have seen. I worked with the Coerver ® programme
throughout my career - it certainly made me a better player.”
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coerver® - mission & values
The mission of Coerver ® Coaching is to professionally deliver the World’s most exciting and effective
soccer skills teaching system; Developing confident, creative players on the field and good citizens
off it.

MAKE THE GAME FUN TO
PRACTICE AND PLAY
A combination of positive training
environment and challenging practices;
generating internal motivation and
resulting in effective learning.

TEACH GOOD
SPORTSMANSHIP AND
RESPECT FOR ALL
Training that develops character, both on
and off the pitch.

VALUE WIN N IN G BUT N OT
MORE TH AN SKILL, E F FORT,
AN D D E VELOPMEN T
Particularly in the formative ages (6-12),
focus on long term development and not
short term results.

9
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our approach

5

p ri nc i ple s

1

skill is the foundation that all other parts
of the game can be built upon

2

The Golden Ages of Skills learning are
7-11 and 12-16 years
(in our experience)

3

Excellence demands effort and planned,
deliberate detailed practice of increasing
difficulty
(our system)

4

Team Success depends on Individual
and Small Group Skills

5

10

Using the Stars of the game as
inspirational teaching Models
(our history)
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coerver® system of
player development ©2010
our mission

our curriculum

our method

“why”

“what”

“how”

the coerver® code
©2010

pyramid of
player development
©1997

pyramid of moves
©2004

the coerver® session planner ©2009

the coerver® skills bridge ©2009

pyramid of
ball mastery ©2014
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why we teach
developing the coerver® kid
When Coerver® Coaching was founded in 1984, we had in our mind the end player / person we wanted to
develop through our Coerver® Coaching System.
Developing the ‘Coerver® Kid’ continues to be the single most motivating force for everything that we do
in Coerver® Coaching.
The success and effectiveness of our team style, The Coerver® Box Trap relies on having players who
possess
the 5 “S” qualities of our Coerver® Kid (this is the focus of our Youth Diploma 2 course).
The Code represents all the qualities that we feel the Coerver® Coaching System can develop, producing
what vwe call the Coerver® Kid.
The Core is surrounded by our 5 “S” qualities:
•
•
•
•
•

Skill
Speed
Sense
Spirit
Strength

They are the qualities that all great players have and the qualities that we want our Coerver® Kids to
develop.

the coerver® code
©2010
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what we teach
ball mastery

1 player, 1 ball.
Repetition ball control exercises using all parts of both feet equally.
receiving & passing

Exercises and games to improve 1st touch and to encourage
accurate and creative passing.
1v1 moves

Exercises and games that teach game winning individual moves
and create space against packed defences.
speed
pyramid of
player development
©1997

Exercises and games to improve reaction, decision and skill speed
with and without the ball.
finishing

Exercises and games that improve technique and encourage
instinctive play around the goal.
group play

Exercises and games that improve small group play with an emphasis on Fast Break Attacks.
changes of direction

Used to shield the ball
(defender in front / to the side).
stops & starts

Create space by using changes of pace
(defender to the side).
feints
Create space to the left or right of an opponent
(defender in front or behind).
pyramid of moves
©2004

The purpose of all Coerver® 1v1 moves is to create space to
run with the ball, to pass or to shoot if the speed option is
not available.

High Repetition exercises performed with all surfaces to include the
inside, outside, sole & laces parts of both feet.
Ball Mastery skills can be performed on the spot, on the move,
on the ground or in the air and also help to develop balance,
co-ordination and flexibility.
The Ball Mastery pyramid increases the complexity of the skills over
4 x levels from Beginner to Master.
pyramid of
ball mastery ©2014
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how we teach
the coerver® session planner ©2009

The outcome of many games is decided by individual players’ core
game skills, speed or strength.
However, many coaches often use practices that focus on team tactics and formations rather than individual player development.
The Coerver® Session Planner (which is the focus of our
Youth Diploma 1 course) enables coaches to quickly build training
sessions that focus on individual skills and develop the strong all round
technical foundation that players and teams need to be successful.
Planner Segments:
1.

warm up

Drills and Games to improve Ball Mastery. They should be fun and competitive.
2.

speed

Drills & Games to improve speed with and without the ball
3.

moves

1v1 Attack & 1v1 Defence:
Drills and Games to improve the “How, When, Where” of 1v1 (2v2 included)
4.

group play

Drills and Games that focus on Receiving, Passing and Finishing
5.

small sided games

Free & Conditioned Games 3v3 to 5v5
6.

home assignments

Coerver® skills for practice outside of team sessions

the coerver® skills bridge ©2009

Skill Mastery to Game success.
1. Skill Training: Learn and Repeat (Coach Led)
2. Skill Stretching: Increasing Difficulty / Controlled Pressure (Coach Influenced)
3. Skill Game: Full Pressure Games (Player Led)

14
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our approach

3

TEAM STYLE

2

SMALL GROUP

1

INDIVIDUAL

Our mission as coaches/teachers is to unlock the full potential of every player/person that we work
with (which is represented within the Coerver® Code ©2010).
traditional approach has historically
started with a team focus

team

individual

team

individual
for over 37 years, the coerver® approach
has started with an individual focus

15
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individual core game skills
first
touch
speed

rwb

ball
mastery

ball
striking

sense

strength

1v1

when working on Core Individual Game Skills, it is essential that the players use both feet equally, we call
this “technical balance”. In our opinion, this is not something that all young players will regulate themselves
- as a result, many players are “technically imbalanced” e.g. are heavily reliant on their preferred foot.
As the game evolves, there will be a high demand placed on individual technical ability and
mastery of the core game skills (at speed, under pressure) with both feet.
Excellent decision making skills (sense) and physical conditioning levels (strength) are also essential to
future success.
Try to integrate as many of the Core Game Skills together as you can into each practice.
In order to achieve technical balance in the Core Game Skills, the coach has to control and monitor this
very closely.
Coerver® Coaching uses a three stage process for this:

16

1

2

3

COACH
CONTROLLED

COACH
CONTROLLED

PLAYER
CONTROLLED

ALL
RIGHT FOOT

ALL
LEFT FOOT

Use RIGHT or LEFT
FOOT
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our approach

3

TEAM STYLE

2

SMALL GROUP

1

INDIVIDUAL
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small group play
1. We believe that the game is where the ball is.

2. This happens in different areas of the field between players.

INDIVIDUALLY

SMALL GROUPS

3. The success of any team system or tactic ultimately depends on:

INDIVIDUAL SKILLS

18

SMALL GROUP PLAY
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our approach

3

TEAM STYLE

3

SMALL GROUP

1

INDIVIDUAL
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team style
Our team style is called “the co erver® box / t rap” © 2014 .

phase #1: 2 v 1 – blue box / red trap

phase #3: 3 v 3 – red box / blue trap

phase #2: 2 v 4 – blue box / red trap

phase #4: 3 v 2 – red box / blue trap

The box/t ra p is approximately 20/25 x 20/25yds or smaller anywhere on the field.
The box is Coerver® attack.
The trap is Coerver® defence.
The box and trap are constantly forming and reforming.
We believe it is how fast and efficiently teams form and reform that determines their effectiveness.
The box immediately becomes the trap and vice versa on every transition.
The box/trap moves with the ball.
*The Coerver® ‘Box / Trap’ ©2014 is the main focus of our Youth Diploma 2 course.
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ball mastery / 1v1
practical session 1
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4

dribble

player movement

pass

shot
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practical 1 - drill 1 (skill training)
1

4

6

2

5

4

3

5

3

2

1

6

Copyright© 2021 Coerver® Coaching England & Wales
purpose

To Improve Ball Mastery skills during a Warm-Up.
organisation

Layout 9 x White discs, 5 x yards apart from each other to create a 10 x 10 yard grid.
12 x Players, split in half (Blue & Orange) who have a ball each and are positioned in between 2 x discs as per diagram.
With bigger group numbers, add an additional section to the grid.
action

Players perform Ball Mastery skills between their 2 x discs.
This is a mixture of on the spot & on the move Ball Mastery selected by coach based on the session topic.
variation

1 x player from each group is positioned in the middle of each grid facing their additional 2 x team mates.
The player in the middle can perform any sequence of Ball Mastery skills that they want.
The 2 x team mates have to copy (mirror) the actions of the player in the middle, rotate the middle player every 30 seconds.
This will encourage player ownership as well as the development of visual skills while in possession of the ball.
Coerver® + (Increasing Difficulty)

Players perform the skills quicker (Increase Speed).
Coach to assign more complex Ball Mastery Skills (Individual/Group).
Coach to hold 2 x coloured disc, when coach flashes a disc, players call the colour out (visual skills “Eyes-Up”).
Coerver® - (Decreasing Difficulty

Players perform the skills slower (Decrease Speed).
Coach to assign less complex Ball Mastery skills (Individual/Group).
competition

The first team (Oranges Vs Blues) to have all players make 10 x Ball Mastery touches wins.
All players work on the same skill and hold their ball in the air to signal they have completed their touches.
The team with the most points after a set amount of time/games wins.
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1

4

dribble

player movement

pass

shot

practical 1 - drill 1 (skill training)
1

4

6

2

5

4

3

1

coach tips

5

3

2

6

Copyright© 2021 Coerver® Coaching England & Wales

Coach to be in a position to give individual feedback, while at the same time, is always able to observe all players at all
times.
Individual players can be set specific skills / conditions to increase / decrease difficulty.
Ensure players work both feet equally, coach to control technical balance.
player tips

Start slow to perfect the mechanics and then build up speed in the movement.
Sneak a look so you can see everything around you.
notes
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practical 1 - drill 2 (skill stretching)
3

2

1

1
2

3

Copyright© 2021 Coerver® Coaching England & Wales
purpose

To Improve 1 v 1 Change of Direction Moves under Limited Pressure
organisation
Layout a 10 x 10 / 12 x 12 yard grid using 2 x blue/orange discs as per diagram.
Add a pop-up cone or mannequin to the middle of the grid.
6 x players per grid, 2 x teams (Blue & Orange), 2 x players from each team starts in the middle with a ball each.
1 x player from each team starts at the blue discs without a ball, facing the Orange discs.
Larger groups of players, add an additional grid.
action
The players facing the Orange outside discs start by taking a touch towards that disc.
At the same time the limited pressure defender on the outside starts moving across to the same Orange disc.
The players with the ball look to Change direction at the disc making sure to protect the ball from the Ltd pressure defender.
The limited pressure defender can use upper body contact but must not tackle.
As soon as the player on the ball turns, that is the trigger for the player facing the Blue disc to repeat towards the blue disc
The Limited pressure defender now turns around and applies the same pressure.
The attackers must protect the ball at all times (travel & turn), players work for 30-60 secs then rotate clockwise.
The practice repeats, after the next switch, all players will have practiced in all positions.
variation
Introduce receiving & passing to the practice, the first player travels to the outside blue disc.
Their partner stands behind the pop-up cone/mannequin, facing their partner ready to receive the pass.
As soon as the first players turns, they now look to pass to their team mate who receives and travels towards the Orange
disc.
The above sequence repeats, switch the start position of the players so technical balance is achieved (equal right/left foot
repetition).
Coerver® + (Increasing Difficulty)
Set a maximum number of touches the player has to travel in and out, this will increase the speed of the action.
Coerver® - (Decreasing Difficulty)
The player in the limited pressure defender position has a ball and also practices their change of direction moves.
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practical 1 - drill 2 (skill stretching)
3

2

1

1
2

3
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competition
Players work in pairs in the middle, the pair that can make the most turns in 60 secs wins.
The defender gets a point each time they can tag an attacker before they can turn.
The defender can’t leave their start disc until the attacker has their first touch, the next attacker can’t leave until their team
mate turns.
c o a c h t i p s Make sure the skills are being performed correctly, start slowly then add speed.
To help players with protecting the ball, when they travel towards the Orange discs they use right foot, blue disc, left foot
(furthest away).
Ensure that the players work both feet equally.
player tips
Attacker – Use the furthest foot from the defender to protect the ball, use your upper body also,
Eyes-up to see the defender/space.
Defender – Quick press on the attacker, get “touch tight”, use upper body.

notes
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practical 1 - drill 3 (skill game)
3

3

1

1

2

2
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purpose
To practice 1 v 1 Change of direction moves under full pressure
organisation
Layout a 15 x 15 yard grid (with 2 x Blue/Orange discs as per diagram).
4 x target goals (North, South, East, West).
Goals that are North/South have Blue discs either side, Goals that are East/West have Orange discs either side.
6 x players per grid split into 2 x teams of 3 players, 1 x player from each team start in the middle.
The remaining players are positioned at an outside disc as per diagram, with 2 x balls each
action
Blues start as the attackers and Oranges as defenders (1 v 1), 1 x ball at a time is passed in from the outside players.
The inside players must score in the same colored goal to where the pass came from, blue disc - blue goal, orange disc orange goal.
If the defender wins the ball, they look to score also following the above conditions.
As soon as a ball is dead (a goal is scored or the ball goes out of play), the next ball can be played in from the outside.
If a player scores, they stay as the attacker for the next ball.
If the ball goes out of play, the player that touched the ball last will be the defender for the next ball played in.
Once all balls are dead (diagram is an 8 x ball game), players switch, inside/outside and the game repeats.
variation
Play 2 v 2, service comes from 2 x players on the outside (1 x at a orange disc / 1 x at a blue disc)
Play 3 v 3, 1 x player from the team in possession has to go out to play the ball in, then joins in with their team mates.
Coerver® + (Increasing Difficulty)
Play with more balls per game, this will increase physical load.
Reduce the size of the grid (less space).
Add gates in front of the goals that the attackers have to travel through / pass through before they can score.
Coerver® - (Decreasing Difficulty)
Play with less balls per game, this will decrease physical load.
Increase the size of the grid (more space).
Attacking & Defending roles stays the same for all balls per game, this will simplify the logistics of the practice.
competition
1 x point for a goal, the player/team that has the most points once all balls are dead wins.
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practical 1 - drill 3 (skill game)
3

3

1

2

1

2
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coach tips
If the attacking players are struggling to get success, have the defender as limited pressure (can’t tackle but can close
down space).
The attacker has a set time limit to score with each ball (e.g. max 10 secs).
Graduated pressure can also be used with the defender not being able to tackle until the attacker has their first touch.
player tips
Movement to create space - try to lose the defender with quick changes of direction to receive, “late and fast”.
Body position to receive - can you get your body in position to finish first time (Speed Option – Open Body).
Can you use your first touch direction & speed to move the defender and create space to turn into.
If you are blocked, can you use your 1v1 Change of direction moves to shield the ball and create space.

notes
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ball mastery / 1v1
practical session 2
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practical 2 - drill 1 (skill training)
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1

3

2
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3
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5 yards
10 yards
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purpose
To Improve Ball Mastery and Stop & Start Moves in a Warm-Up
organisation
Layout 3 x Blue, White & Orange discs to create 2 x 12 x 6 yard lanes.
Layout 1 x yellow disc per lane, positioned in the middle of each lane, 4 x yards back from the Blue discs.
3 x players per lane split into 2 x teams (Blue & Orange), players have a ball each.
The front players start in-between the Blue discs, the remaining players are behind the Yellow disc.
With larger groups, add additional lanes or players to the existing groups (no more than 4 x players per group).
action
On coaches call of “Go” the front players (#1) travel with the ball to the end orange discs.
At the same time, the waiting players perform Ball Mastery on the spot.
At the red discs, player #1’s turn using a Stop / Start move, once back past the blue discs, that is the trigger for player #2’s to repeat.
Player #1 joins the back of the group and starts to perform Ball Mastery along with player #3.
Player #3 is now positioned at the Yellow disc and the practice repeats.
Ensure technical balance is achieved by working both feet equally.
variation
Only player #1’s & #3’s have a ball, player #1’s travel with the ball. Player #3’s perform ball mastery.
Once back past the white discs, player #1’s pass to player #2’s who receive on the move and repeat.
Player #3’s now move up to be the next receiver and Player #1’s perform ball mastery.
Players perform a Stop / Start move at the White and Red discs, then pass once past the White discs.
Players perform a Stop / Start move at the White and Red discs, then pass once past the White discs.
Coerver® + (Increasing Difficulty)
Move the white discs closer to the orange discs, this will make the players have to perform the Moves quicker as there is less space.
This will also make their pass over a longer distance.
Have the next receiving players positioned in-between the blue discs, as the player with the ball is looking to pass to them, they
check back towards the yellow disc (create space to receive) and then move forward to receive the pass.
Coerver® - (Decreasing Difficulty)
Select less complex ball mastery and 1 v 1 moves for the players to perform.§
competition
Relay race, teams against each other, first team to get all players through twice wins.
Once a player has been through twice they should either sit/kneel down so coach can see who has finished.
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practical 2 - drill 1 (skill training)
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3
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coach tips
Coaches position should be between both groups, in-line with the back player so individual feedback can be given.
Ensure players work both feet equally (Travel with the ball, 1 v 1 Moves, Pass & First Touch).
If players are not receiving on the move, condition so they can only take their first touch once past the Blue discs.
player tips
Start slowly to perfect the mechanics of the skills and then build up speed in the movement.
Sneak a look so you can see everything around you.
Communication to receive (Body/Verbal).

notes
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practical 2 - drill 2 (skill stretching)
2

3

2

1
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coach

1
3

1
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2
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purpose
To Improve running with the ball at speed.

organisation
Layout a 20 x 20 yard grid using 2 x blue/orange discs with a pop-up cone in the middle.
Have 1 x disc (blue/orange as per diagram), 4 x yards diagonally from each corner (same colour).
Players split into 2 x teams (blues & oranges), 3 x players at each start position (teams diagonally opposite each other).
The front player from the orange groups have a ball each, also have some spares by each grid.
Additional players can be added to the existing groups (maximum of 4 x players per start position).
action
On coaches call of “Go”, Orange 1 & 4 travel with the ball (clock-wise / left foot) towards the next group.
Once past the pop-up cone, they can pass the ball for the next player to run onto (left foot pass inside the square).
The passer joins the back of the group and the sequence repeats.
Repeat with the players moving anti-clockwise using their right foot.
variation
Players travel clock-wise with their right foot and pass with the outside of the same foot.
Players travel anti clock-wise with their left foot and pass with the outside of the same foot.
Players perform a Stop & Start Move before they pass to the next player.
Add limited pressure defending with an attacking/defending transition.
When the player passes, they travel through the gate and defend ltd pressure.
Players will always end up at the same coloured square (diagonally opposite), attack, defend, join the back of the group.
Coerver® + (Increasing Difficulty)
Set a time limit or maximum number of touches that the players have to make the pass within which will increase speed.
Increase the distance between each square, this will increase the physical load on the players.
Coerver® - (Decreasing Difficulty)
Reduce the size of the grid, this will decrease the physical load on the players.
Remove the pass, players just keep their ball, when they get past the middle pop-up cone, that is the trigger for the next player to
go.
competition
Blues vs Oranges, the first team to get all of their players back to their start position wins.
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coach tips
For the initial demo, start with just 2 x balls so the players get to understand the logistics.
To speed the practice up and increase turnover time, add more footballs (max of 4 x balls / 1 x per start position).
player tips
Before your first touch, sneak a look to see where you are going, take your first touch with your laces for acceleration.
Try to get past the middle cone in as few touches as possible, more touches will slow you down, less will speed you up.

notes
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purpose
To Improve Fast Break Attack skills from graduated to full pressure
organisation
Layout a 25/30 x 20 yard pitch with 2 x 3 yard blue & orange gates diagonally opposite each other.
1 x big goal at each end of the pitch with 2 x 8 yard score zones marked out with 2 x pop-up cones per zone.
Layout 1 x white spot, 2 x yards out from 1 x pop-up cone at each side (diagonally opposite as per diagram).
12 x players split into 2 x teams (blue/orange), players have a ball each.
Coach positioned in the middle of the pitch. Have a supply of spare footballs at each start position.
action
Blue 1 takes a touch out of feet and plays a Wall Pass (1-2) with coach.
When Blue 1 gets into the score zone, they shoot at goal.
As soon as the ball is dead (goal is scored, ball is out of play), Blue 1 now recovers around the white disc to defend.
That is the trigger for Orange 1 to take a touch out of feet and plays a Wall Pass (1-2) with coach.
Can Blue #1 recover to tackle Orange #1 or can Orange #1 get into the score zone, to shoot at goal (with Blue #6 as the GK).
The sequence repeats, attack defend, retrieve a ball, join the back of your group.
If at any time the defender wins the ball, there should be a directional counter-attack.
Once every players has had 3 x goes, switch the starting position to the orange gates to work on the opposite angle (Att/
Def)
variation
Add Goalkeepers to the practice.
Have the player that has attacked and defended play the wall pass with their next team mate instead of coach.
Play 2 v 2, 3 x players from each team at the blue/orange discs, the footballs to start at the blue or orange side for both
groups.
Coerver® + (Increasing Difficulty)
Move the white disc further in to increase the defending pressure on the attackers.
Remove the white disc, defenders have to run around the outside of coach before they can defend.
Defenders can defend straight away without running around a white disc or coach.
Coerver® - (Decreasing Difficulty)
Play with limited pressure defending, can’t tackle but can close down space, attacker has a time limit to score eg 10 secs.
Move the white disc further out to decrease the defending pressure on the attackers.
Remove the wall pass with coach, players just travel straight into the grid with their ball and attack.
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competition
Teams against each other, 1 x point for a goal, play for 2 mins, team with the most points wins.
coach tips
To increase turnover time / group repetition, have a maximum time limit per game eg 8-10 secs for the attacker to score.
To test the players first touch / body shape to receive, vary the service back to the player e.g. to feet, to space, behind etc.
The best position to observe/feedback is behind each group, once a player has had a turn, you can give individual feedback
while observing the action.
player tips
Make sure you take a fast first touch to accelerate away from the defender.
Make sure to check your shoulder to see where the defender is.
Look to protect the ball at all times, Speed is the first option, if not use 1 v 1 to create space to run of shoot
(e.g. the chop, high wave).
Quick transitions (Attacking/Defending).

notes
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model coerver® session
1v1 - practical session 3
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purpose
To Improve Ball Mastery during a warm-up.
organisation
Layout a 18 x 18 yard grid using 4 x pop-up cones.
Place 6 x gates inside the grid as per diagram (3 x orange & 3 x blue).
12 x players split into 2 x teams (blue/orange) with a ball each.
With larger groups, split the players into 3 x teams (blue/orange/pink) and add the relevant colour gates.
action
All players are on the move around the grid using their right foot only.
Players need to travel through each of their team’s coloured gates (blue-blue / orange-orange) using a figure of
8 movement.
Once players have been through all of their gates, they perform Ball Mastery on the spot until all players have finished.
Players now repeat using all left foot, on the third phase players can use any foot that they want.
At all times players should be on the move with the ball, looking for a gate to open up.
variation
Players perform Ball Mastery skills while they travel from gate to gate.
Players perform Ball Mastery skills in-between each gate, e.g. 10 x touches then move to the next gate.
Players perform 1 v 1 Moves while they move from gate to gate.
Coerver® + (Increasing Difficulty)
Players perform the skills quicker (Increase Speed).
Coach to assign more complex Ball Mastery Skills (Individual/Group).
Coach to hold 2 x coloured disc, when coach flashes a disc, players call the colour out (visual skills “Eyes-Up”).
Coerver® - (Decreasing Difficulty)
Players perform the skills slower (Decrease Speed).
Coach to assign less complex Ball Mastery skills (Individual/Group).
competition
Teams against each other, the first team to get all players, through all gates wins.
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coach tips
Coaches position can be on the inside of the grid moving around with the players so individual feedback can be given
(don’t turn your back on the group).
If the mechanics are not performed correctly, slow the players down, give them a minimum number of touches they have to
make between each gate.
Increasing/decreasing the amount of gates will determine how much players will need to sneak a look & concentrate on
what is going on around them. Ensure players work both feet equally.
player tips
Start slow to perfect the mechanics and then build up speed in the movement.
Sneak a look so you can see everything around you.
Have Soft Knees so you can change direction quickly.

notes
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purpose
To Improve Speed with & without the ball
organisation
Layout a 18 x 18 yard grid using 4 x pop-up cones.
Place 6 x gates inside the grid as per diagram (3 x orange & 3 x blue).
12 x players split into 2 x teams (blue/orange) with a ball each positioned behind the outside blue/orange disc start positions.
With larger groups, split the players into 3 x teams (blue/orange/pinkl) and add the relevant colour gates.
action
On coaches call of “Go” the front player from each group travels into the grid with their ball.
They have to travel through all 3 x gates that relate to their team colour with the ball.
Players then travel back to their start position (back of group), this is the trigger for the next players to repeat.
Work in 3 x phases, (#1) work all right foot, (#2) work all left foot, (#3) player choice which foot to use.
All players that are waiting should be performing ball mastery on the spot.
variation
The same as above, but players perform the same actions without the ball (speed & agility).
Only the front players have a ball, once they travel through all gates, they now pass to the next waiting player who
receives on the move.
Coerver® + (Increasing Difficulty)
Same as above, the players only have to travel through 2 x gates but can’t use the first gate that the player in before them
used.
The next player can go when the player in front, gets through their first or second gate, this will cause traffic in the grid.
Coerver® - (Decreasing Difficulty)
Players travel through less gates per turn.
competition
1v1, the first player to get through all gates and back to their start position wins.
The first team to get all players through all gates and back to the start wins.
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coach tips
Coaches position should be in-between the groups, near the back so individual feedback can be given.
Have players of similar abilities grouped/playing against each other to ensure they have the relevant challenge.
Ensure players work both feet equally, keep repetition levels high, using conditions to speed the turnover up
(important with larger groups).
player tips
Use the laces part of your foot to travel with the ball for speed.
Touch speed should be slow when there is traffic, fast when there is space.
Try to keep soft knees when changing direction. Sneak a look so you can see everything around you.

notes
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purpose
To Improve Coerver® Core Game Skills
organisation
Layout an 18 x 18 yard grid using 4 x pop-up cones as per diagram.
Place a disc in the middle of the grid and also at each outside start position.
Players split into 4 x teams (blue/orange), working in groups of 3 or 4 with a supply of footballs.
1 x player from each team is positioned in the middle (Ltd Pressure Defender), additional players facing on the outside.
action
The front player from each group travels with the ball towards the ltd pressure defender.
The ltd pressure defender closes down.
The player with the ball performs a right foot Feint move and take the ball to their left.
They now perform a change of direction move (protecting the ball from the def) before they cross the halfway line.
They now pass to the waiting player and follow their pass, the ltd pressure defender moves backwards to reset.
The sequence repeats, players switch roles after a set number of turns each.
Make sure to work both feet equally (left foot Feint).
variation
Attacking players, play a wall pass (1-2) around the start position disc.
Rotate the ltd pressure defender each time, the attacker that turns and passes becomes the next defender.
The ltd pressure defender, also presses the attacker as they are turning/passing.
Coerver + (Increasing Difficulty)
Player use more complex Feint move.
Increase speed by setting the players a maximum amount of touches they can take to play the pass to their team mate.
Coerver - (Decreasing Difficulty)
Remove the passing element, attacking players have a ball each, instead of passing, they travel back to the start position.
Remove the ltd pressure defender, a mannequin or cone could be used as a reference point.
competition
Teams against each other, first team to make 10 x passes wins.
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coach tips
Players to start working on the Moves slowly then gradually add Speed to the movement.
Challenge players with different combinations of Skills based on their ability.
Ensure your coaching position allows you to observe all players at all times (open body).

player tips
Start Slowly then add speed.
Approach the defender diagonally away from the space you want to travel to move the defender.
Think about the distance away that you perform the move, not too close so the defender can tackle
or too far away so they can recover the space.
Receiving players to check away and receive on the move.

notes
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purpose
To Improve Speed with the ball and 1 v 1 Feint Moves under Full Pressure.
organisation
Lay out a 20/25 x 20 yard pitch with 3 x target goals at one end (far) and 2 x target goals at the other end (near).
Lay out a 5 x yard score zone at each end using 2 x pop-up cones and 2 x white discs on the half-way line.
Lay out 3 x start position discs (orange / blue / pink) with players split into 3 x teams with a ball each.
With larger groups, make this a two-way practice.
action
Pink 1 travels into the score zone and shoots into any goal, they now become a defender against Blue 1.
Blue 1 travels into the score zone to shoot into any goal (Speed or 1v1 option) against Pink 1.
Blue 1 now becomes a defender against Orange 1, Pink 1 now retrieves their football and joins the back of their group.
The sequence repeats with Pink 2 attacking and Orange 1.
For a goal to count, players must be in the score zone to shoot.
At any time, if the defender wins the ball, they look to counter attack into the target goals nearest to the starting gates.
Once each player has had 2/3 x goes each, players move to the next starting gate to their right and repeat until all players
have been in all starting positions.
variation
Repeat the above but start the first player from the Orange gate to reverse the sequence.
After each player has attacked & defended, instead of joining the back of their group, they look to play a wall pass with
their next team mate who attacks.
Coerver + (Increasing Difficulty)
Put a time limit on each game to increase the speed of play e.g. 10 seconds to score.
Coerver - (Decreasing Difficulty)
Limited pressure defending can be used (defender doesn’t tackle but can use body to slow attacker down, attacker has
time limit).
Graduated presssure defending can be used with the attacker having to touch or run around the goal they score in before
they can defend against the next player.
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competition
Each player counts how many goals they score, the team with the most goals scored after 2 mins wins.
coach tips
Coaches position to be moving up and down the outside of the starting gates so individual feedback can be given to each
player.
Have players of similar abilities grouped/playing against each other to ensure they have the relevant challenge.
player tips
Look for the Speed option whenever you can (use touch speed/direction).
If you are blocked, that is where to use your 1 v 1 Feint Moves to create space.
Once you have been an attacker make sure you switch to being a defender as quickly as you can (transition).

notes
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purpose
To Improve 2v1 / 1v2 Attacking & Defending under Full Pressure.

organisation
Lay out a 20/25 x 20 yard pitch with 3 x target goals at one end (far) and 2 x target goals at the other end (near).
Lay out a 5 x yard score zone at each end using 2 x pop-up cones and 2 x white discs on the half-way line.
Lay out 3 x start position discs (orange / blue / pink) with players split into 3 x teams. Blue & Orange teams have a ball each.
With larger groups, make this a two-way practice.
action
Blue 1 travels into the score zone and shoots into any goal, they now become a defender against Orange 1 & Pink 1 (1v2).
Orange 1 & Pink 1 look to get into the score zone to shoot into any goal.
When the ball is dead, Orange 1 & Pink 1 turn to defend 2v1 against Blue 2 who attacks 1v2.
Blue 1 retrieves their football and joins the back of their group, the practice repeats.
For a goal to count, players must be in the score zone to shoot.
At any time, if the defender/’s win the ball, they look to counter attack into the target goals nearest to the starting gates.
Make sure to play the off-side rule with the relevant age groups.
Once each player has had 2/3 x goes each, players move to the next starting gate to their right and repeat until all players
have been in all starting positions.The Blue group always Att and Def on their own, the Orange & Pink groups always Att and
Def together.
variation
Have the Pink players with the balls and orange players without to change the angle of attack.
After players have Att and Def, instead of joining the back of their group, they play a wall pass with their team mate who
attacks.
Coerver® + (Increasing Difficulty)
Put a time limit on each game to increase the speed of play e.g. 10 seconds to score.
If the attackers in a 2 v 1 can’t score within the time limit, the defender wins the point.
Coerver® - (Decreasing Difficulty)
To make 1 v 2 attacking easier, have the scoring player from the previous attacking pair run around or touch the goal they
score in before they can defend.
To make 1 v 2 defending easier, move the wide target goals closer to the middle of the pitch to give the defender less space
to cover.
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competition
Each player counts how many goals they score, the team with the most goals scored after 2 mins wins.
If players score or stop their opponents from scoring when they are attacking or defending when outnumbered (1v2),
that counts as 2 x goals.
coach tips
Coaches position to be moving up and down the outside of the starting gates so individual feedback can be given to each
player.
Have players of similar abilities grouped/playing against each other to ensure they have the relevant challenge.
player tips
When attacking 2 v 1, try to make the pitch big, speed is the first option.Look to use clever combinations to create space,
Wall Pass, Overlap, Screen Run, Take-Over and 1 v 1 feints used as a fake pass or all good options.

notes
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purpose
To Improve Fast Break Attack skills within a Small Sided Game.
organisation
Layout a 30 x 20 yard pitch split into 3 x sections (1 x 4 x 20 yard mid-zone & 2 x 13 x 20 yard sections either side).
1 x big goal at each end (centre) with 2 x target goals in the corners at each end.
12 x players split into 4 x teams (blue/orange/pink/non-bib), 3 x players per team (larger groups, have max 4 x players per team).
1 x team is positioned in each of the 3 x sections with the additional team positioned off the pitch next to coach.
Coach is on the half-way line with a supply of footballs.
action
Coach passes the ball into the team in to the Blue team. Blue team pass to the Pinks and then the game is live.
Pinks choose to attack the blues, if they can score, they will stay as attackers,
Coach passes a new ball to the Blue team and they will now attack the Orange team.
The team that concedes comes off (blues), the team that is at the side of the pitch (non-bib) comes on to replace them.
The attacking team will stay in that role until they don’t score or they lose the ball.
If the defending team win the ball, they look to counter-attack.
Once the ball is in the mid-section, the attacking team can’t be tackled (safe zone),
Have a maximum time limit the attacking team are allowed to stay in.
Players must be into the attacking half before they can shoot into the big / target goals, play off-side with relevant age groups.
Play 2 minute games and then rotate the teams, the team that is off (greens) comes on to play and the game continues.
variation
Players on the outside play as Wall Passers which the team in possession can use to keep the ball.
Coerver® + (Increasing Difficulty)
Defenders are allowed to go into the middle zone to try to win possession (1, 2 or all).
Have a maximum time limit the attackers have to score in once out of the mid-zone, they will increase speed of attacking play.
The scoring players must touch the goal they score in before they can join in with the next attack.
Coerver® - (Decreasing Difficulty)
The attacking team can stay in the mid-zone for a longer amount of time.
When the attacking team score, 1 x defender from the team they will attack next has to run around one of the mid-zone discs
before they can defend. They can’t move into the middle zone until the goal has been scored.
competition
Teams against each other, 1 x point for a goal, play for 2 mins, team with the most points wins.
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coach tips
Create situations with your service from the sideline e.g. pass to specific areas of the pitch, to certain players etc.
To work on the attackers getting past the defenders to score, add a deeper score zone eg 6-7 yards from goal.
player tips
Work hard for each other, on & off the ball / communication.
Defend in small groups, try to make the pitch small and press with intensity.
Make the pitch big when you win the ball (explosion), attack at speed, shoot as soon as you can.
Dominate the transition / Coerver® speed (Att-Def / Def-Att)

notes
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TO BOOK YOUR PLACE

CLICK HERE!

COERVER® VIRTUAL YOUTH DIPLOMA 1 COURSE: OVERVIEW
Coerver® EW Director Scott Wright will be on hand to deliver our Virtual Youth Diploma 1 course live and
direct from our national HQ.
The purpose of this course is to provide you with a greater understanding of how to plan & deliver more
effective coaching sessions for the players and teams that you work with using proven, high-quality drills
& games from Coerver® Coaching.
The focus of our Virtual Youth Diploma 1 course is the Coerver® Coaching Session Planner which will
provide you with a quick & easy solution to help you construct weekly, monthly or even season-long
programmes, no matter the level you work at.
With Broadcast quality production, LIVE interactive theory, LIVE interactive on-pitch practical and
High-quality support resources, we’re providing a truly premium virtual learning experience not to be
missed.
*Access to this Coerver® Virtual Youth Diploma 1 course is available only to residents of England & Wales.

COERVER VIRTUAL YOUTH DIPLOMA 1
DATE: SATURDAY 20TH & SATURDAY 27TH FEBRUARY 2021
TIME: 09:00-13:00 (BOTH DAYS)

STREAMED TO YOU LIVE VIA YOUTUBE

COERVER-X is our NEW Virtual, High Intensity, Ball Mastery programme which will
SUPERCHARGE YOUR GAME!
COERVER-X members will be more effective with the ball on game day, starting FAST
and finishing STRONG.
COERVER-X sessions can be accessed anywhere, on any device, at any time.
All you need is a small space and a ball.
Join the COERVER-X team TODAY!!!

FIND OUT MORE AT:
www.coerverew.info/coerverx
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coerver® partner club
“GIVE YOUR CLUB THE SKILFUL EDGE WITH THE NEW
COERVER® PARTNER CLUB PROGRAMME”

COACH
ED U C AT I O N

SESSION
P LAN N IN G

T EC H N I C A L
COACHING

ON LI N E
LE AR N ING

“The Coerver® Coaching program, in my opinion, is the leading youth skills development
program in the world. Alfred Galustian and Charlie Cooke are real leaders in technical
training and their concentration on the creative side of the game is so beneficial.
I strongly recommend Coerver® Coaching’s Partner Club Programme to any progressive
football club.”
GERARD HOULLIER
FORMER TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, FRENCH FOOTBALL FEDERATION

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE COERVER® PARTNER CLUB PROGRAMME, VISIT:

WWW.COERVERPARTNERCLUB.INFO
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connect with coerver®

TWITTER.COM/COERVEREW
FACEBOOK.COM/COERVEREW

INSTAGRAM.COM/COERVEREW
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thank you

A l f red G a lu stia n

Ch a rlie Co oke

“Thank you for your interest in Coerver® Coaching.”
“We wish you all the best with your important work teaching skillful soccer and nurturing the
talents and lives of young players.”
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